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Abstract
A model of a typical endoreversible desalination system of sea water is established and the minimum
energy requirement for the system is optimized by using finite time thermodynamic theory. The heat
exchange between the endoreversible desalination system of sea water and surroundings are delivered by
two endoreversible Carnot heat pumps and three endoreversible Carnot heat engines. The minimum
energy requirement for the system can be found by subtracting the power outputs from the power inputs.
The results show that the minimum energy requirement for the distillation system depends on not only
the properties of the input saline water, the output pure water and the brine water, but also the inherent
features of the heat pumps and the heat engines, i.e. the total heat conductance of the heat pumps and of
the heat engines. The results obtained herein are closer to those of practical system than those obtained
based on reversible model.
Copyright © 2015 International Energy and Environment Foundation - All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Distillation is one type of the separation processes which is commonly used in chemical processes as
well as desalination. Distillation systems are very energy intensive and involve with numerous
components in varying sizes. Losses in such components have considerable importance for both the
design and operation of the systems. Some authors have studied the minimum energy requirement of
separation process since 1920, including Benedict, McCabe, and Thiele. The methods of classical
thermodynamics and finite time thermodynamics have been used. Dodge [1] considered all desalination
techniques to be a simple separation process and obtained a general minimum separation work relation.
Curran [2] investigated the minimum work requirements for four types of freezing processes and found
four different minimum work relations. Hawes et al [3] studied the technique of desalination by flash
distillation by combining theoretical analysis with experimental validation. Cengal et al [4] analyzed the
performance of mixture separation process with the second law of thermodynamics. Cerci et al [5]
analyzed the minimum separation work of desalination processes. Cerci [6] proposed a typical
desalination system of sea water with several reversible Carnot heat engines and reversible Carnot heat
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pumps. The reversible Carnot heat pumps supply heat to the incoming saline water and the evaporator,
and the reversible Carnot heat engines extract heat from the condenser and brine. The minimum work
requirement for the desalination system of sea water was obtained by using the first and second-laws of
thermodynamics.
Since 1970s, the investigation on the performance characteristics of thermodynamic processes and
optimization of thermodynamic cycles has made tremendous progress from classical to quantum
processes by scientists and engineers by using finite time thermodynamics [7-13]. Finite time
thermodynamics is also a powerful tool for performance analysis and optimization for various separation
processes and devices [14, 15]. Nulton et al [16] addressed a number of questions related to the efficient
integration network of heat with finite conductance and an endoreversible heat engine whose working
fluid undergo a cycle custom designed to match the utility demands. The minimum exergy cost of
supplying the utility demand to a heat exchange network was calculated particularly. The results give a
simple measure of potential exergy savings from incorporating active elements into the network. Brown
et al [17] optimized the performance of a porous plug separation system by taking ‘‘turnpike’’ (i.e.,
boundary-singular-boundary branch) trajectory. The minimum work required to move the plug from one
equilibrium position to another equilibrium position in a given time period was optimized. And the lower
bound for the separation of gases by diffusion was obtained. Tsirlin et al [18-22] derived the new
thermodynamic limits on the performance of irreversible separation processes, including work of
separation in finite time (a generalization of Van’t Hoff reversible work of separation for finite rate
processes), maximum productivity of heat-driven binary separation process, the minimum average
dissipation and the ideal operating line in an irreversible distillation column. The minimum dissipation
level and the distillation column’s maximum productivity are achieved by realizing the ideal operating
line for the profiles of heat supply/removal. The total entropy production of a fully diabatic distillation
column with heat transfer effects was minimized by Schaller et al [23]. Shu et al [24] put bounds on the
overall heat exchange and researched the optimal allocation of the heat exchanger inventory for the
sequential heat exchangers in the diabatic distillation column. The optimal allocation of the heat
exchanger inventory for the sequential heat exchangers was obtained and the optimal performance of the
diabatic distillation column was achieved.
A typical endoreversible desalination system model of sea water is established in this paper based on
Ref. [6] by using the fundamental theory and method of finite time thermodynamics. The reversible heat
pumps in Ref. [6] are replaced by endoreversible heat pumps and the reversible heat engines in Ref. [6]
are replaced by endoreversible heat engines in the developed model. The heat transfer between the
endoreversible distillation system and surroundings are delivered by the endoreversible Carnot heat
pumps and endoreversible Carnot heat engines. The minimum energy requirement for the distillation
system is analyzed and optimized. The effects of pure water recovery ratio and the mole fraction of salt
in incoming saline water on the minimum energy requirement are discussed.
2. Endoreversible desalination system of sea water
The schematic diagram of a typical endoreversible model for desalination system of sea water for
desalting the saline water is shown in Figure 1. It consists of an evaporator to vaporize the heated saline
water, a condenser to liquefy the vapor, a heat exchanger to recuperate energy from outgoing pure water
and brine streams, two endoreversible Carnot heat pumps, and three endoreversible Carnot heat engines.
The distillation process shown in Figure 1 is an isobaric process during which the incoming saline water
pressure P0 remains constant throughout the components. The incoming saline water at T0 and molar
flow rate N m flows into a heat exchanger in which it is preheated. The outgoing brine N brine and the
pure water N pure are cooled. Since the molar flow rate of the incoming saline water equals the molar
flow rates of the brine and the pure water, the saline water in the heat exchanger is heated from T0 to the
saturation temperature of pure water TL as the outgoing brine and pure water are cooled from TL to T0 .
The saline water at TL is further heated by the first endoreversible Carnot heat pump where its
temperature is raised to its boiling point TH . Since all streams entering and leaving the evaporator are in
thermal equilibrium, the pure water vapor resulting from the surface of the saline water at TH becomes
superheated [3]. It is cooled to its saturation temperature TL by giving off heat to the third endoreversible
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Carnot heat engine, thus producing power. The latent heat of condensation of the pure water is absorbed
by the fourth endoreversible Carnot heat engine connected to the condenser. The pure water at TL is then
routed into the heat exchanger to be cooled by the incoming saline water. On the other hand, the brine
leaves the evaporator at temperature TH and transfers heat to the fifth endoreversible Carnot heat engine
as it is cooled from TH to TL , producing power.

Figure 1. The schematic diagram of endoreversible distillation system
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the heat transfer between the endoreversible distillation system and
surroundings are delivered by the two endoreversible Carnot heat pumps and the three endoreversible
Carnot heat engines. The first endoreversible Carnot heat pump operates with variable-temperature heat
sink and constant-temperature heat source. The second endoreversible Carnot heat pump operates with
constant-temperature heat sink and constant-temperature heat source. The third and fifth endoreversible
Carnot heat engines operate with variable-temperature heat sources and constant-temperature heat sinks.
And the fourth endoreversible Carnot heat engine works with constant-temperature heat source and
constant-temperature heat sink.
The main assumptions for endoreversible distillation system are:
(1) All components of the system operate steadily. The components of the system are well insulated. All
heat transfers with the surroundings are through the endoreversible heat engines and heat pumps.
(2) The salinity of the incoming seawater is constant. No changes in kinetic and potential energies of the
fluids occur as they circulate through the system. The fluid flow is inviscid, and thus there are no
pressure drops.
(3) Liquid water is an incompressible substance with constant specific heats. The temperatures of the
incoming saline water and the surroundings are T0 . The saline water is an ideal solution.
(4) The heat capacity rate ( the product mass flow rate and isobaric specific heat ) of the heat sink of the
first and second endoreversible heat pumps is CH ,1 . The heat conductances of the hot- and cold-side heat
exchangers are U H ,1 and U L ,1 , respectively. The total heat conductance of the high temperature and low
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temperature heat exchangers is U T ,1 . The working temperatures of the working fluid of the heat pump
are TWH ,1 and TWL ,1 , respectively. The heat capacity rate of the working fluid is Cwf .
(5) The heat conductances of the hot- and cold-side heat exchangers of the second endoreversible heat
pumps are U H ,2 and U L ,2 , respectively. The total heat conductance of the high temperature and low
temperature heat exchangers is U T ,2 . The working temperatures of of the working fluid of the heat pump
are TWH ,2 and TWL ,2 , respectively.
(6) The heat capacity rates of the heat sources of the third and the fifth endoreversible heat engines are
CH ,i ( i = 3,5 ). The heat conductances of the hot- and cold-side heat exchangers are U H ,i and U L ,i
( i = 3,5 ), respectively. The total heat conductances of the high temperature and low temperature heat
exchangers are U T ,i ( i = 3,5 ). The working temperatures of the working fluid of the heat engines are

TWH ,i and TWL ,i ( i = 3,5 ), respectively.
(7)The heat conductances of the hot- and cold-side heat exchangers of the fourth endoreversible heat
engine are U H ,4 and U L ,4 . The total heat conductances of the high temperature and low temperature
heat exchangers are U T ,4 . The working temperatures of the working fluid of the heat engines are TWH ,4
and TWL ,4 , respectively.
(8) The heat QH ,i ( i = 1, 2 ) supplied by the endoreversible heat pumps and the heat QH ,i ( i = 3, 4,5 )
absorbed by the endoreversible heat engines are determined by the endoreversible distillation system.
They are fixed values.
The minimum energy requirement of the endoreversible desalination system of sea water in this paper is
obtained by subtracting the maximum power outputs of the third, the fourth and the fifth endoreversible
heat engines from the minimum power inputs of the first and the second endoreversible heat pumps. The
major differences between the model in this paper and the model in Ref. [6] are that the reversible heat
pumps in Ref. [6] are replaced by endoreversible heat pumps and the reversible heat engines in Ref. [6]
are replaced by endoreversible heat engines in the developed model.
3. Analyses
The state of salt at 25°C is taken as the reference state and the specific enthalpy and specific entropy are
assigned a value of zero at that state, respectively. Since the saline water is a mixture of pure water and
salt, the properties of salt must be taken into account along with the pure water properties. The molar
enthalpy and entropy of saline water can be expressed as [1]

h = xw h f + xs hs ,
s = xw s f + xs ss − Ru ( xw ln xw + xs ln xs )

(1)

where xw and x s are the molar fractions of pure water and salt in the incoming saline water, h f and hs
are the molar enthalpies, and s f and ss are the molar entropies of the pure water and the salt when they
exist alone at the mixture temperature and pressure, respectively, and Ru is the universal gas constant.
The enthalpy and the entropy for pure water in the above relations are obtained from thermodynamic
tables, and those of salt are calculated by using the thermodynamic relations for solids. The enthalpy and
entropy of the salt can be calculated by the following equations according to Ref. [25]

hs = 0.000390361T 2 − 0.221743T + 31.4833,
ss = 0.0010875T 2 − 0.613198T + 86.3976

(2)

where, T is the temperature of the salt, whose numerical range varies from 298.15 to 400.
From the conservation of mass principle, the molar flow rate of saline water can be expressed as
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.

Nm = N p+ Nb

(3)

where the subscripts m , p and b stand for the incoming saline water, pure water, and the brine;

N m , N p and N b stand for the molar flow rates, respectively. The recovery ratio is defined as the ratio
of the mass flow rate of pure water (including the small amount of salt in it) to the mass flow rate of
incoming saline water (including the salt in it)
.

.

r=

mp

=

.

N p M H 2O
.

(4)

.

N p M H 2O + N b M NaCl

mm

 p and m m represent the mass flow rate of pure water and salt, M H 2 O and M NaCl are molar
where m
masses, respectively. Thus the molar flow rate of pure water and brine are
.

.

.

.

N p = rM NaCl N m /[ rM NaCl + (1 − r ) M H 2O ] and N b = (1 − r ) M H 2O N m /[rM NaCl + (1 − r ) M H 2O ] , respectively.
The salinity of the incoming saline water is defined as S m % , and that of brine is Sb % , one can obtain

xw =

(1 − Sm ) / M H 2O
(1 − Sm ) / M H 2O + S m % / M NaCl

xw,b =

(1 − Sb ) / M H 2O
(1 − Sb ) / M H 2O + Sb / M NaCl

, x s = 1 − xw ,
(5)

, xs ,b = 1 − xw,b

3.1 The minimum power input supplied to the first endoreversible Carnot heat pump
The incoming saline water that flows out the system heat exchanger with temperature TL is heated by the
first endoreversible heat pump. The first heat pump absorbs heat from the surroundings (constanttemperature heat source) with temperature T0 and releases heat to the incoming saline water (variabletemperature heat sink) whose temperature varies from TL to TH . The heat flux supplied by the first heat
pump equals to the enthalpy change of the incoming saline water
.

.

Q m = N m (hm , H − hm , L )

(6)

where the subscripts m, H and m, L stand for the states of the incoming saline water with temperature

TL and TH , respectively, h represents the molar enthalpy. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (6) yields
.

.

.

Q m = ( N p + N b )[ xw (h f , H − h f , L ) + xs (hs , H − hs , L )]

(7)

where the subscripts f , H and f , L stand for the states of pure water with temperature TL and TH ,

s, H and s, L stand for those of salt with temperature TL and TH , respectively. According to Ref. [26],
the supplying heat flux and absorbing heat flux can be obtained by using the heat transfer between the
working fluid and heat source and heat sink, the property of heat source and heat sink, and heat
exchanger theory,
.

.

Q H ,1 = Q m =

U H ,1 [(TWH ,1 − TL ) − (TWH ,1 − TH )]
ln[(TWH ,1 − TL ) /(TWH ,1 − TH )]

(8)

= CH ,1 (TH − TL ) = CH ,1 E H ,1 (TWH ,1 − TL )
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Q L ,1 = U L ,1 (T0 − TWL,1 )

(9)

where EH ,1 is the effectiveness of the hot-side heat exchanger

EH ,1 = 1 − exp( − N H ,1 )

(10)

where N H ,1 is the number of heat transfer unit of the hot-side heat exchanger,

N H ,1 = U H ,1 / CH ,1

(11)

According to endoreversible property and energy balance, one has
.

.

Q H ,1

Q L ,1

=

TWH ,1

(12)

TWL,1

.

.

P1 = Q H ,1 − Q L ,1

(13)

Combining equations (8), (9), (12) with (13) gives the power input of the first endoreversible heat pump
.

.

P1 = Q m

.

CH ,1[1 − exp( −U H ,1 / CH ,1 )] Q m + CH ,1[1 − exp( −U H ,1 / CH ,1 )]U L,1 (TL − T0 ) + U L,1 Q m
.

.

(14)

CH ,1[1 − exp( −U H ,1 / CH ,1 )] Q m + CH ,1[1 − exp( −U H ,1 / CH ,1 )]U L,1TL + U L,1 Q m

Assuming that the total heat conductance of hot- and cold-side heat exchangers of the first heat pump is a
constant, that is U T ,1 = U H ,1 + U L ,1 . This is a practical design constraint for thermodynamic cycles and
devices, and has been used in the performance analysis and optimization. The minimum power input for
the first heat pump can be obtained by solving the optimum distribution of the heat conductance of hotand cold-side heat exchangers. Defining the distribution of the heat conductance of cold-side heat
exchanger u1 = U L ,1 / U T ,1 , u1 ∈ [0,1] , one can obtain the optimum heat conductance distribution u1,opt
and the minimum power input supplied to the first heat pump as follows:

u1,opt =

P1,min

CH ,1 + exp(U T ,1 )

2 exp(U T ,1 )

⎡C {1 − exp[ −(1 − u )U / C ]} Q.
⎤ .
m
T ,1
H ,1
1,opt
⎢ H ,1
⎥Q
.
⎢
⎥ m
+
u
U
C
{1
−
exp[
−
(1
−
u
)
U
/
C
]}(
T
−
T
)
+
u
U
Q
⎢ 1,opt T ,1 H ,1
⎥
T ,1
H ,1
L
m⎦
1,opt
0
1,opt T ,1
=⎣
.
⎡C {1 − exp[−(1 − u )U / C ]} Q
⎤
1,opt
T ,1
H ,1
m
⎢ H ,1
⎥
.
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ +u1,optU T ,1CH ,1{1 − exp[ −(1 − u1,opt )U T ,1 / CH ,1 ]}TL + u1,optU T ,1 Q m ⎦⎥

(15)

(16)

3.2 The minimum power input supplied to the second endoreversible Carnot heat pump
After being heated by the first endoreversible heat pump to TH , the incoming saline water flows into the
evaporator. The evaporator is then heated by the second endoreversible heat pump. The second heat
pump absorbs heat from the surroundings (constant-temperature heat source) with temperature T0 and
supplies heat to the evaporator (constant- temperature heat sink). Some water in saline water becomes
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water vapor. The heat flux supplied by the second heat pump can be obtained by subtracting the enthalpy
of the saline water that flows into the evaporator from the enthalpy of pure water and brine that flow out
the evaporator.
.

.

.

Q e = N p (hg , H − xw h f , H − xs hs , H ) + N b [( xw, b − xw )h f , H + ( xs , b − xs )hs , H ]

(17)

where the subscript g, H stands for pure water vapor at TH , xs ,b and xw,b are molar fractions of the
salt and pure water in the brine, respectively. The pure water contains no salt and is described by the
property of water. The saline water in the evaporator absorbs the latent evaporation heat and becomes
water vapor. According to Ref. [3], the obtained water vapor is superheated because of the fact that the
temperature of the evaporator remains at P0 . According to Ref. [26], the supplying heat flux and
absorbing heat flux of the second endoreversible heat pump can be expressed as
.

.

Q H ,2 = Q e = U H ,2 (TWH ,2 − TH )

(18)

.

Q L ,2 = U L,2 (T0 − TWL,2 )

(19)

According to endoreversible property and energy balance, one has
.

.

Q H ,2

=

TWH ,2

Q L ,2

(20)

TWL,2

.

.

P2 = Q H ,2 − Q L ,2

(21)

Combining equations (18)-(21) gives the power input of the second endoreversible heat pump
.
⎡
U
T
Q
,2
0
L
e
⎢
U L ,2T0TH +
.
.
⎢
U H ,2
P2 = Q H ,2 − U L,2 ⎣⎡T0 − TWL ,2 ⎦⎤ = Q e − U L ,2 ⎢T0 −
.
.
⎢
U L,2 Q e
Q e + U L,2TH +
⎢
U H ,2
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(22)

Assuming that the total heat conductance of hot- and cold-side heat exchangers of the second heat pump
is a constant U T ,2 . Defining the distribution of the heat conductance of cold-side heat exchanger u2 , one
can obtain the optimum heat conductance distribution u2,opt and the minimum power input supplied to
the first heat pump as follows:

u2,opt = 0.5

(23)
.

P2,min =

.

[U T ,2 (TH − T0 ) / 4 + Q e ]Q e
.

(24)

U T ,2TH / 4 + Q e

3.3 The maximum power output of the third endoreversible Carnot heat engine
As the pure water vapor at TH is transferred to the condenser, it is cooled to its saturation temperature

TL by giving off heat to the third endoreversible Carnot heat engine. The third heat engine thus produces
power P1 . The heat given to the third endoreversible Carnot heat engine can be determined from
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.

Q p = N p (hg , H − hg , L )

(25)

According to Ref. [27], the absorbing heat flux and releasing heat flux of the third endoreversible Carnot
heat engine can be obtained by using the heat transfer between the working fluid and heat source and
heat sink, the property of heat source and heat sink, and heat exchanger theory,
.

.

Q H ,3 = Q p =

U H ,3 [(TH − TWH ,3 ) − (TL − TWH ,3 )]
ln[(TH − TWH ,3 ) /(TL − TWH ,3 )]

(26)

= CH ,3 (TH − TL ) = CH ,3 EH ,3 (TH − TWH ,3 )
.

Q L ,3 = U L,3 (TWL ,3 − T0 )

(27)

where E H ,3 is the effectiveness of the hot-side heat exchanger,

EH ,3 = 1 − exp( − N H ,3 )

(28)

where N H ,3 is the number of heat transfer unit of hot-side heat exchanger,

N H ,3 = U H ,3 / CH ,3

(29)

According to endoreversible property and energy balance, one has
.

.

Q H ,3

=

TWH ,3
.

Q L ,3

(30)

TWL,3
.

P3 = Q H ,3 − Q L ,3

(31)

Combining equations (28)-(31) gives the power output of the third endoreversible heat engine
.

P3 = Q H ,3 − U L ,3 (TWL ,3 − T0 )
.

.

= Qp

.

CH ,3 [1 − exp( −U H ,3 / CH ,3 )]U L ,3 (TH − T0 ) − CH ,3 [1 − exp( −U H ,3 / CH ,3 )]Q p − U L,3 Q p
.

(32)

.

CH ,3 [1 − exp( −U H ,3 / CH ,3 )](U L,3TH − Q p ) − U L ,3 Q p

Assuming that the total heat conductance of hot- and cold-side heat exchangers of the third heat engine is
a constant, that is U T ,3 = U H ,3 + U L,3 . The maximum power output for the third heat engine can be
obtained by solving the optimum distribution of the heat conductance of hot- and cold-side heat
exchangers. Defining the distribution of the heat conductance of cold-side heat exchanger
u3 = U L,3 / U T ,3 , u3 ∈ [0,1] , one can obtain the optimum heat conductance distribution u3,opt and the
minimum power input supplied to the first heat pump as follows:

u3,opt =

CH ,3 + exp(U T ,3 )

2 exp(U T ,3 )

(33)
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P3,max =

⎡CH ,3 [1 − exp( −(1 − u3,opt )U T ,3 / CH ,3 )]u3,optU T ,3 (TH − T0 ) ⎤ .
⎢
.
. ⎥Qp
⎢ −CH ,3 [1 − exp( −(1 − u3,opt )U T ,3 / CH ,3 )] Q p − u3,optU T ,3 Q p ⎥
⎣
⎦
.

.
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(34)

CH ,3 [1 − exp( −(1 − u3,opt )U T ,3 / CH ,3 )](Q p − u3,optU T ,3TH ) − u3,optU T ,3 Q p

3.4 The maximum power output of the fourth endoreversible Carnot heat engine
The saturated vapor at TL then flows into the condenser. The latent heat of condensation of the pure
water vapor is transferred to the fourth endoreversible Carnot heat engine which operating between the
condenser (constant- temperature heat source) and the environment at T0 (constant-temperature heat
sink). The saturated vapor then becomes saturated water and the latent heat of the saturated vapor is
.

.

Q c = N p (hg , L − h f , L )

(35)

According to Ref. [27], the absorbing heat flux and releasing heat flux of the fourth endoreversible
Carnot heat engine can be obtained by using the heat transfer between the working fluid and heat source
and heat sink
.

.

Q H ,4 = Q c = U H ,4 (TL − TWH ,4 )

(36)

.

Q L ,4 = U L,4 (TWL,4 − T0 )

(37)

According to endoreversible property and energy balance, one has
.

.

Q H ,4

=

TWH ,4

Q L ,4
TWL,4

.

(38)

.

P4 = Q H ,4 − Q L ,4

(39)

Combining equations (36)-(39) gives the power output of the fourth endoreversible heat engine
.

P4 = Q H ,4 − U L ,4 (TWL ,4 − T0 )
.
⎡
⎤
U
T
Q
⎢ L ,4 0 c − U T T
⎥
.
L ,4 0 L
.
⎢ U H ,4
⎥ . U H ,4U L ,4 (TL − T0 ) − (U H ,4 + U L ,4 ) Q c
= Q c − U L ,4 ⎢
− T0 ⎥ = Q c
.
.
⎢ . U L ,4 Q c
⎥
U H ,4U L ,4TL − (U H ,4 + U L ,4 ) Q c
− U L ,4TL
⎢ Qc +
⎥
U H ,4
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(40)

Assuming that the total heat conductance of hot- and cold-side heat exchangers of the fourth heat engine
is a constant U T ,4 . Defining the distribution of the heat conductance of cold-side heat exchanger u4 , one
can obtain the optimum heat conductance distribution u4,opt and the minimum power input supplied to
the first heat pump as follows:

u4,opt = 0.5

(41)
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.

P4,max =

.

[U T ,4 (TL − T0 ) / 4 − Q c ]Q c

(42)

.

U T ,4TL / 4 − Q c

3.5 The maximum power output of the fifth endoreversible Carnot heat engine
The brine that flows out of the evaporator (variable-temperature heat source) is cooled from TH to TL by
the fifth endoreversible Carnot heat engine. The heat flux absorbed by the fifth heat engine is
.

.

Q b = N b [ xw, b (h f , H − h f , L ) + xs , b (hs , H − hs , L )]

(43)

According to Ref. [27], the absorbing heat flux and releasing heat flux of the fifth endoreversible Carnot
heat engine can be obtained by using the heat transfer between the working fluid and heat source and
heat sink, the property of heat source and heat sink, and heat exchanger theory,
.

.

Q H ,5 = Q b =

U H ,5 [(TH − Tin ,5 ) − (TL − Tin ,5 )]
ln[(TH − Tin ,5 ) /(TL − Tin ,5 )]

(44)

= CH ,5 (TH − TL ) = CH ,5 EH ,5 (TH − TWH ,5 )
.

Q L ,5 = U L,5 (TWL ,5 − T0 )

(45)

where EH ,5 is the effectiveness of the hot-side heat exchanger,

EH ,5 = 1 − exp( − N H ,5 )

(46)

where N H ,5 is the number of heat transfer unit of hot-side heat exchanger,

N H ,5 = U H ,5 / CH ,5

(47)

According to endoreversible property and energy balance, one has
.

.

Q H ,5

=

TWH ,5
.

Q L ,5

(48)

TWL,5
.

P5 = Q H ,5 − Q L ,5

(49)

Combining equations (44)-(49) gives the power output of the fifth endoreversible heat engine
.

P5 = Q H ,5 − U L ,5 (TWL ,5 − T0 )
.

.

= Qb

.

CH ,5 [1 − exp( −U H ,5 / CH ,5 )]U L ,5 (TH − T0 ) − CH ,5 [1 − exp( −U H ,5 / CH ,5 )]Q b − U L ,5 Q b
.

(50)

.

CH ,5 [1 − exp( −U H ,5 / CH ,5 )](U L,5TH − Q b ) − U L ,5 Q b

Assuming that the total heat conductance of hot- and cold-side heat exchangers of the fifth heat engine is
a constant U T ,5 . Defining the distribution of the heat conductance of cold-side heat exchanger u5 , one
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can obtain the optimum heat conductance distribution u5,opt and the minimum power input supplied to
the first heat pump as follows:

u5,opt =

P5,max =

CH ,5 + exp(U T ,5 )

(51)

2 exp(U T ,5 )
⎡CH ,5 {1 − exp[−(1 − u5,opt )U T ,5 / CH ,5 ]}u5,optU T ,5 (TH − T0 ) ⎤ .
⎢
.
. ⎥ Qb
⎢ −CH ,5 {1 − exp[−(1 − u5,opt )U T ,5 / CH ,5 ]} Q b − u5,optU T ,5 Q b ⎥
⎣
⎦
⎡CH ,5 {1 − exp[−(1 − u5,opt )U T ,5 / CH ,5 ]}u5,optU T ,5TH
⎤
⎢
.
. ⎥
⎢ −CH ,5 {1 − exp[−(1 − u5,opt )U T ,5 / CH ,5 ]} Q b − u5,optU T ,5 Q b ⎥
⎣
⎦

(52)

3.6 The minimum energy requirement of endoreversible distillation system
The minimum power requirement of endoreversible distillation system can be calculated by subtracting
the total power output of the endoreversible heat engines from the total minimum power inputs supplied
to the endoreversible heat pumps. The minimum energy requirement of endoreversible distillation system
can be calculated from the minimum power requirement divided by the product of the molar flow rate
N p and molar mass M H 2 O of the pure water,
.

Wmin = ( P1,min + P2,min − P3,max − P4,max − P5,max ) /( N pure M H 2O )

(53)

Substituting Eqs. (16), (24), (34), and (42) into Eq. (53) yields the minimum energy requirement relation
of the endoreversible distillation system.
4. Numerical examples
The pressure and temperature of the endoreversible desalination system of sea water are assumed to be
the same as that of the surrounding, 101.325kPa and 25℃, respectively. The molar masses of NaCl and
water are 58.5 and 18, respectively. The minimum energy requirement of the given endoreversible
distillation system can be obtained by changing the parameters r , S m % , and Sb % in their admissible
regions.
The isobaric specific heat of the incoming saline water, pure water, and brine are assumed to be the same
value, CP = 4.2kJ /( kg ⋅ K ) . The total heat conductances of the first and second endoreversible heat

pumps are U T ,1 = 500kW / K and UT ,2 = 50000kW / K , respectively. The total heat conductances of
the third, fourth, and fifth endoreversible heat engines are U T ,3 = 500kW / K , UT ,4 = 50000kW / K ,
and U T ,5 = 500kW / K , respectively. The boiling point rising according to the salinity of the incoming
saline water is adopted from Ref. [28].
Table 1 lists the minimum energy requirements of the endoreversible distillation system for incoming
saline water at different salinities and recovery ratios at 298K. It can be seen from the table that the
minimum energy requirement is 15.6890 kJ / kg at 20% recovery ratio for typical seawater. And it
increases to 33.8388 kJ / kg as the recovery ratio increases to 100%. When the salinity of incoming
saline water are assigned various values of 0.2%, 1%, 2% and 4.5%, the minimum energy requirement
changes with the similar laws, respectively.
The effect of salinity S m % of the incoming saline water on the minimum energy requirement of the
given endoreversible distillation system is shown in Figure 2. The values of recovery ratio r are
assigned as 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 2, the minimum
energy requirement per unit output pure water of endoreversible distillation system increases with the
increase of the salinity of incoming saline water for the fixed recovery ratio. It can also be seen that the
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minimum energy requirement of the distillation system increases with the increase of the recovery ratio
for the fixed salinity of incoming saline water. The minimum energy requirement per unit output pure
water of endoreversible distillation system increases with the increase of the recovery ratio for the fixed
salinity of incoming saline water. It can also be seen that the minimum energy requirement of the
distillation system increases with the increase of the salinity of incoming saline water for the fixed
recovery ratio.
Table 2 lists the distributions of the power inputs supplied to the endoreversible heat pumps and the
power outputs produced by the endoreversible heat engines when the recovery ratio varies with given
pure water output. The salinity of the incoming saline water is set to be 3.5%. It can be seen from the
table that the minimum power input of the first endoreversible heat pump is a constant when the recovery
ratio varies from 20% to 100%. The minimum power input of the second endoreversible heat pump, the
maximum power outputs of the third and the fourth endoreversible heat engines increase with the
increase of the recovery ratio. However, the maximum power outputs of the fifth endoreversible heat
engine decreases with the increase of the recovery ratio. The same qualitative results can be obtained
when the salinity of the incoming saline water takes the other values.
While for a reversible system, the minimum energy requirement is 2.248 kJ / kg [6]. One can see that
the results obtained herein are larger than those obtained based on reversible model.
Table 1. Minimum energy requirement for incoming saline water with different salinities and recovery
ratios
Salinity
(%)

Recovery ratio
(%)

Minimum energy requirement,
Wmin ,( kJ / kg )

0.2

20
40
60
80
100
20
40
60
80
100
20
40
60
80
100
20
40
60
80
100
20
40
60
80
100

13.8227
21.0297
25.4640
28.4704
30.6434
14.2229
21.6191
26.1175
29.1563
31.3490
14.8748
22.5161
27.0974
30.1783
32.3964
15.6890
23.7193
28.4326
31.5802
33.8388
16.3992
24.7026
29.5083
32.7027
34.9896

1.0

2.0

3.5

4.5
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Figure 2. The effect of salinity of the incoming saline water on the minimum energy requirement of
given endoreversible distillation system

Table 2. The distributions of the power inputs supplied to the endoreversible heat pumps and the power
outputs produced by the endoreversible heat engines

r (％)

P1,min ( kW )

P2,min ( kW )

P3,max ( kW )

P4,max ( kW )

P5,max ( kW )

20%
40%
60%
80%
100%

8.9517
8.9517
8.9517
8.9517
8.9517

4216.6
6490.4
7908.3
8877.0
9580.6

1.4561
2.2221
2.6947
3.0153
3.2471

4092.7
6202.2
7488.4
8354.4
8977.2

4.8576
2.7843
1.5021
0.6307
0

5. Conclusion
A typical endoreversible desalination system model of sea water is established by using finite time
thermodynamics in this paper based on Ref. [6]. The analytical expressions for the minimum power
inputs of the first and second endoreversible heat pumps and the maximum power outputs for the third,
fourth, and fifth endoreversible heat engines are derived. The minimum energy requirement of the
endoreversible desalination system of sea water is optimized.
Compared with the results of Cerci [6], one can see that the minimum energy requirement for the
endoreversible desalination system of sea water depends on not only the properties of the incoming
saline water, the pure water and the brine, but also the inherent attributes of the endoreversible heat
pumps and the endoreversible heat engines.
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The minimum energy requirement characteristic for the endoreversible desalination system of sea water
is similar to that of actual desalination system of sea water that minimum energy requirement increases
with the increasing of the salinity of the incoming saline water and/or the increasing of the recovery
ratio.
The results obtained herein are closer to those of practical system than those obtained based on reversible
model. They can provide guidelines for design and operation of practical distillation system.
This paper performs the analysis and optimization based on the classical analysis and optimization
performed by Cerci [6]. The major contribution of this paper is to show the application effect of finite
time thermodynamics. The utilization of five heat engines and heat pumps was firstly provided by Cerci
[6]. A further step based on it is made. Of course, nobody would use five expensive heat engines and
heat pumps. Instead of the #1 heat pump and #3 and #5 heat engines, a counter current heat exchange of
the flows would be much more efficient and cheaper to build, like the heat exchanger marked to and
from T0 in Figure 1. A more realistic study than the one presented here would have been to compare a
simple heat pump arrangement against such a pressure staged system. In this case, the finite time
thermodynamic analysis and optimization can be also applied.
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